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FAB Meeting #37 05/14/2021

Attendance:
● 8 UB Backbone Staff (David Harrington, Kassa Belay, Dionne Grayman,

Danielle Augustine, Athenia Rodney, Aileen Gonzalez, Briona Clark, Ruth
Horry)

● 13 FAB Members

Objectives:
1. UB News and Updates
2. Community Fridge and Library
3. Better understand “Systems Change”
4. Further explore new system improvement project topics

Takeaways:
In our May FAB meeting, UB Backbone previewed the final selection process for
the Small Business Grant for the FAB as well as the newly installed Community
Library and Fridge and invited the FAB to pick up their own Learning Landscapes
Activity Kits. We also heard a presentation from K.O. Campbell of Community
Solutions, further exploring systems change concepts, followed by an introduction
to the second  set of potential FAB System Equity Projects.

Opener:
● What is a Mother’s Day activity or gift that fits outside of a capitalist

exchange of $$ for material goods or services?
○ Strawberry Rhubarb pie as a memory from childhood
○ Making their favorite foods
○ Massages and pampering
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News and Updates
● Last month’s FAB and PAT: April 2021

○ FAB
■ FAB Healing Circles
■ Small Business Grant Screening Round with FAB
■ Quality Improvement Training - 5 sessions hosted to date

○ PAT
■ Generated ideas for Early Childhood System Equity indicators

● Small Business Relief Grant
○ The grant has launched!
○ Athenia walked us through the progress so far with 50 applications

started, 13 complete submitted applications, 9 moved to the second
round, and 5 moving onto the third round

○ Finalists include On Your Toes Dancers dance studio for moms and
toddlers, Jones Family Touch Daycare Company, Sickle Cell
Thalassemia Patients Network Program, a sustainable manufacturing
company bringing a mobile jungle gym to the area, and Baba’s
Kitchen which teaches STEAM to 2-5 year olds

○ Round 4 - FAB roundtable on May 26th will be choosing a finalist
from from the final 3 grantees that moved past the Documents Review
round

● Learning Landscapes Activity Kits
○ Danielle provided an update on the Learning Landscapes cards, paired

with MarliBoxes, a themed sensory Diversity learning kit, as well as
10 age-appropriate books for children.

○ UB has held two workshops on with the Nurse Family Partnership and
3 additional PAT members and will be hosting more with PAT
members and staff who are interested

○ So far UB has delivered kits to 2 FAB members, 34 RACs students, 2
RACS 3k/PreK teachers, and 11 that will be handed off to PS 184
pre-K students on May 20th



○ FAB and Family Co-op members are invited to pick up their kits on
Tuesday, May 18 OR Thursday, May 20 from 11am-3pm at the Greg
Jackson Center

○ Distribution will include a survey prior to receiving your kit
● UB Community Library and Fridge

○ The community fridge and library are almost up and running outside
of Greg Jackson Center

○ UB needs four FAB members to commit to visiting the Greg Jackson
Center twice a week between now and September/October to maintain
the library and fridge

○ Community Fridge
■ Check for expired, spoiled, home-cooked, or open food
■ Clean any dirt, grime, or spills
■ Complete a Google form to log your visit

○ Library must be cleaned if dirty and refilled with books if empty.
Books will be provided.

○ Kersha, Maria, Ruth, and Adam of the FAB volunteered
○ Maria suggested we should place instructions and guidelines in front

of the fridge and library to clarify what is allowed and what is not.
○ Evelyn suggests that we partner with food pantries in the area and we

suggest washing hands or provide hand sanitizer at the fridge
Lessons Learned in Ending Homelessness

● Kassa welcomed K.O. Campbell from Community Solutions for her
presentation. She introduced herself and invited FAB to ask questions about
any remaining unclear jargon

● Presentation aimed to provide an example from Community Solutions’
homelessness prevention work that shed light on how to change an entire
system and the way it functions and affects people in the community. The
focus on systems change theory was designed to be part of FAB
consideration during their System Improvement Project selection process:

● Questions to learn from
○ How do we know we are fighting an inequity?



■ Are we addressing the right inequity or the right causes of the
inequity?

■ Are our projects actually leading towards improvement?
■ Could this project impact the way all or most people in the

community receive services?
■ Are we looking at the right data to understand our impact?

● Community Solutions has been working on homelesness for about 30 years
through Built for Zero

○ 1990 - 2010: To address homelessness in NYC they built 3,000
affordable homes but overall homelessness in the city continues to
rise. They learned that the next iteration should be national.

○ 2010 - 2014: CS leads the 100,000 homes campaign and houses more
than 105,000 Americans but no community ends homelessness

○ 2015 - 2020: Launch of Built for Zero initiative with the goal to drive
homelessness down to “functional zero” with success in thirteen
communities. They then worked to spread from these to other
communities.

○ 2020 - 2026: Accelerate an end to homelessness in a diverse group of
75 communities in the US

● Key Lessons
○ 3000 people were taken out of homelessness but we hadn’t changed

any systems or processes.
○ Increase the rate at which we can move people into housing

■ Set milestone for 100,000 homes in about a year, but realized
afterwards that the number of people experiencing
homelessness hadn’t gone down

■ They were measuring the wrong number with housing
placements as this does not automatically reduce homelessness

○ Transitioned to their current approach “Built for Zero” in 2015
counting down the homeless population to “functional-zero”

● The Fundamental Question



○ Are all our programs + investments adding up to the thing we really
want? If not, how quickly would we know and how quickly could we
pivot?

■ Committing to a clear end state: functional zero. There are
never more people experiencing homelessness in a given night
than the community can house in an average month (there is a
system capable of responding)

■ Measuring Progress to a clear end state: counting down instead
of counting up as a change to their approach and approach to
data



■ Making changes to sustain a clear end state
● There are two places to focus, either

1) speed up move people out of homelessness or
2) slow rate that people are becoming homeless

Discussion between K.O. Campbell and the FAB
■ Question: where do you find the data for homelessness?

That data didn’t exist, only point in time counts once every two
years. Communities can’t see progress this way so CS works
with communities to get active numbers to change that.
Infrastructure for the data existed as mandated by the federal
gov’t

● Ruth adds that family homelessness and child
homelessness is counted differently through school
systems

■ Q: Do we view homelessness as an isolated issue or as
influenced by other factors such as education, employment, etc.



● David finds that the key to the work isn't introducing new
services, it’s getting institutions to change their behavior
and processes i.e. tracking the homeless population by
name instead of oversimplifying and asking why to
incorporate complexities

● Athenia asks: Most times there are credit barriers, down
payment issues, and long waitlist and turn around times
for placement. Have you found ways to work with HUD
to change some of these requirements?

● Bashirah adds that systemic racism and classism are at
the root of this issue

● K.O.: more precise numerical and experiential data
describes the challenge better and allows the organization
to secure further funding. Specific groups are being failed
by our system.

■ Athenia of the Backbone and the FAB posed a political
question: Is there anything being done to hold elected officials
accountable with allowing apartment price gouging from
developers because they are funding their campaigns?

■ K.O.: They are beginning to do this now but could have started
this years ago with contributions from resident groups like the
FAB. Many are not engangeable without contributions from
local elected officials so Community Solutions is working on
engaging them now

■ Bashirah: Having incubation spaces like this where we can
brainstorm with each other and leaders like Kassa and David
that have access to different types of educational experiences.
Learning jargon and insights has helped me to understand the
systems that surround me and my community and articulate our
issues.

■ Kassa celebrated that the FAB is testing and proving how
effective it is when local residents are engaged in planning and
decision making start to change.



■ Ruth: Thought of UB’s creation of the Family Co-op and the
changes made within it. However it only affects families who
can get in. How can we expand this to system change that
affects all or most families?

Breakout Session: Today’s Topic Research Round Robins
● UB Backbone split the FAB into four groups and visited each group to

present research and discuss each topic for 20 minutes. No decisions will be
made today.

○ Patient centered care in Brownsville (Community Cares)
○ NYCHA unit repairs
○ Child health system navigation
○ Extended/ After-hours child care

● Breakout discussion prompts
○ Your personal response to/ feeling about this inequity

■ Do you have a personal story related to this topic?
○ What potential solutions occur to you?

■ Helps us decide whether the solution is well-suited to UB or
better for another organization

■ Tells us that these issues are in fact solvable
○ Does this inequity seem like a project UB could successfully take on?

■ Consider data and existing relationships
○ A summary of each breakout group can be found at the following link:

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1f8WkSvgh7StzR_FX520MHmb
2gRWQ2F2HXqrNENckEQ0/edit

○
● Feedback

○ Need more time to talk through these topics as some felt these
breakout sessions felt rushed

○ Interim Meeting: Suggestion from Bashirah for bullet points to
summarize the skills built through FAB’s involvement in UB to help
add to resumes

Next Steps

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1f8WkSvgh7StzR_FX520MHmb2gRWQ2F2HXqrNENckEQ0/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1f8WkSvgh7StzR_FX520MHmb2gRWQ2F2HXqrNENckEQ0/edit


● Finalize criteria to us for final System Improvement project selection (June-
July)

● Small Business Grant Selection: Final Pitch
○ May 26, 2021 (Wednesday) 1-3pm

● Leadership Council meeting #12
○ June 23rd from 2- 3:30pm on zoom
○ Opportunity for the FAB to describe what we have been working on

● FAB Anniversary
● Review May FAB attendance :

http://bit.ly/may-fab-attendance
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